Synopsis for Country Store
2-line Summary:
Singing a happy refrain, a boy with a nickel and his faithful dog set off for the Country Store.
They are soon joined by two more pals and a simple trek turns into an epic adventure.
Short Synopsis:
Singing a happy refrain, a boy with a nickel and his faithful dog set off for the Country Store.
They are soon joined by two more pals and a simple trek turns into an epic adventure. Through
twists, turns and hair-raising surprises, surrounded by his friends, the boy reaches his final
destination only to discover it was all about the journey.
Medium Synopsis:
Singing a happy refrain, a boy with a nickel and his faithful dog set off for the Country Store.
They are soon joined by two more pals and a simple trek turns into an epic adventure. Through
twists, turns and hair-raising surprises, surrounded by his friends, the boy reaches his final
destination only to discover it was all about the journey.
As an added feature, the author has composed and recorded the story song which is available
for download from the website (www.timnoah.com). The e-book and the paperback print
edition of the “Country Store” is now available on Amazon. The audio track is available on the
web site (www.timnoah.com).
Long Synopsis:
Singing a happy refrain, a boy with a nickel and his faithful dog set off for the Country Store.
They are soon joined by two more pals and a simple trek turns into an epic adventure. Through
twists, turns and hair-raising surprises, surrounded by his friends, the boy reaches his final
destination only to discover it was all about the journey.
As an added feature, the author has composed and recorded the story song which is available
for download from the website (www.timnoah.com). The e-book and the paperback print
edition of the “Country Store” is now available on Amazon/Kindle. The audio track is available
on the website (www.timnoah.com).
This is the first story, song, picture book in the “A Kaddywompas Tale” series to be written,
composed and illustrated by Tim Noah. In addition, Tim and his partner, Cyndi “Soup” Elliott
produce high-quality audio/video and live performances focused on children at the grade
school level. A variety of educational and entertainment offerings are available to schools,
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parents, educators, clubs, civic organizations, etc. and are listed on our website
(www.timnoah.com) “Country Store” is currently available online through Amazon and Kindle
book stores. Current technology will allow for additional versions of the books and performance
materials to be created and offered to parents.
Since offering the book, Country Store, as an e-book on kindle in early July of 2015, we have
received rave reviews (Available on the Amazon and Kindle web sites). To date, every review
has rated the book at 5 stars! (Highest Rating!). Below are a few of the reviews the book has
received:
Fiddley-diddley-diddley-dee there at the Country Store
By Grady Harp HALL OF FAME TOP 100 REVIEWER- VINE VOICE on July 13, 2015
Format: Kindle Edition
The multitalented Tim Noah has written both words and music and provided the illustrations
for this little children's book COUNTRY STORE. Tim is an award-winning composer, producer
and recording artist, having appeared on HBO, the Disney Channel and the BBC. Though he has
travelled broadly he has settle[d] in Washington State where he plans to continue this charming
series of children's books.
The illustrations are as enchanting as the story and the music as we see a little lad with a nickel
goin' to the country store with his dog and invites his friend Bob who is eager to go if he gets
help with his chores - farm business galore! But off they go on the long journey to the country
store when friend Jim comes along on his bike and offers them a ride. Along they proceed,
encounter a mountain and a short cut. Jim assures them the mountain is no problem but it is an
arduous trip and they all are pooped when they reach the top and realize the store isn't there.
Back down they go with great speed - the bike has no brakes and they run into a cow! But when
they pick themselves up and dust themselves off they are at the country store! Inside they
meet their friends Sally and Merrilee - and the only one with money is our friend with a nickel!
Complete fun with excellent visuals, music and story and rhyme that children (and most likely
adults) will use frequently. Highly recommended. Grady Harp, July 15

Wonderful new childrens book
By jane wright on July 10, 2015
Format: Kindle Edition Verified Purchase
This is a wonderful story, and paired with the music is very delightful! This book is a must have
for any Tim Noah fan and if you have not heard of Tim Noah you will soon be a fan. Tim really
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knows how to tell a story and you can download the song that goes with this story and listen as
you read along. The illustrations, all drawn by Tim, are full of whimsy. I highly recommend this
book.

Life is full of wonderful adventures
Format: Kindle Edition By Connie G Scammell "The Outdoors Woman "TOP 500 REVIEWER on
July 21, 2015

What a special treat this little book is, and the music alone is happy, upbeat and great for singalongs. Tim's voice is friendly. The music is fiddle, banjo, bass and guitar and is not
overpowering at all. He laughs, he plays sound effects and makes this story a fun story for
young children.
A boy and his dog Arlo head out to the country store on a hot summer day with a nickel in his
hand, kicking a can along the way. His friends Bob and Jim on his bike join him on the walk. The
journey with Bob and Jim is the story, as they get themselves in some trouble, but it's a fun
trouble that can get young kids laughing. This is a fun story for all ages, young and old.
"Life is full of wonderful adventures, keep dreaming and believing, travel safe and keep on
keeping on."
I received a free sample to evaluate and review
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5 Points of Interest about the Book’s Content or Story:
1. The author of the book also created the illustrations.
2. This is Tim Noah’s first book with a complete series currently in the works.
3. Arlo, the dog in the story, is actually Tim’s faithful companion.
4. The book is currently available as an e-book, a paperback and soon, in hard cover.
5. Utilizing the latest technology, future versions of the book are also in the planning
stages.
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